Practical
guide for commissaires
in road events

Introduction

As long as sport exists, there will be a need for judges and referees or, as is
the case in cycling, for commissaires.
Indeed, they will always play a crucial role in our sport, in spite of the
marked lack of appreciation they receive. We fail to recognise the difficult
conditions in which they are often called upon to act, the heavy responsibilities that they must shoulder, and the exaggerated criticism that they
must sometimes accept.
In short, in a world which focuses increasingly on professionalism, as is the
case in the world of sport, our gratitude towards those who volunteer their
services in order to guarantee the successful organisation of events all over
the world could never be ample reward for their admirable commitment and
effort.
The recruitment and ongoing training of commissaires in cooperation with
the National Federations is therefore an indisputable priority among our
objectives as an International Federation.
Thanks to recently published documents, for which I must thank those commissaires who helped to write them, we hope to provide training instructors
and the commissaires themselves with a tool that will be of great use to
them in their respective roles.
Without a doubt, cycling will always be indebted to their great efforts and
skill.
Hein VERBRUGGEN
UCI President

The UCI Commissaires Commission has decided to handle the publication of
this manual, which has been written by some of the Commissaires and also
takes account of the results of the Seminars held over these last years.
A large number of races are held all over the world and we think that it
would be particularly interesting for all races to be monitored directly and
in a standard manner.
On the other hand, the Commissaires employed in the various Countries,
especially at national and regional level, need to have texts and information
allowing them to operate, as far as possible, in the same way wherever they
may happen to be based.
With this manual, we hope to be able to contribute to achieving these goals
and that the texts presented in this manual will be useful not only to the
Commissaires, but also to anyone involved in cycle racing in any way.
We must thank all those people who have collaborated on the production of
the manual and we would like to wish all Commissaires in all categories good
luck, and we hope that they will always be able to work in the interests of
cycling thus guaranteeing fairness and reliability for all competitions.
Marco BOGNETTI
Supervisor of the
Commissaires sector
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This document has been drawn up in order to help instructors working for
National Federations in basic and continuing training for national or federal
commissaires.
The contents of this booklet do not have the force of regulations but are
rather, as its name suggests, a practical point-by-point guide to the exercise
of sporting control of road events: road races, time trials and stage races.
It is an educational aid for those involved in training, who may use it on
the basis of the graphic elements, not least for the diagrams illustrating
changing race situations.
It is also an aide-memoire for commissaires who wish to review the exercise
of sporting control, both from a methodological point of view and from that
of the “spirit” with which officials must work with the whole range of elements of the organisation of a cycling event.
This document could not have been produced without the assistance of five
international commissaires who were involved in the following aspects:
3

•
•
•
•

Design: Giovanni MERAVIGLIA and Jacques SABATHIER,
Computer work: Joël ALIES,
Revision of the English translation: Gerry MC DAID
Computerised diagrams and final layout: Michel RIVIERE and Jacques
SABATHIER who provided overall coordination.
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1 .1 UCI regulations
The UCI Cycling Regulations are applicable in all countries affiliated to the International Cycling Union,
and serve as a basis for national federations in drawing up their own technical regulations in the various
disciplines of cycle sport: Road, Track, Cyclo-cross, Mountain biking, BMX, Trials, Indoor Cycling, etc.
Note: UCI regulations apply to male and female riders of 17 years of age and above; for young riders of
16 and under, it is the national federation which sets all the rules.

1 .2 The regulations of the National Federation
The national federation operates on the basis of its constitution and rules of procedure, which specify
that, in accordance with the delegation of powers, it draws up the administrative and technical regulations for national cycling for the various disciplines of cycle sport, subject to international regulations.
The aim of these regulations is also to ensure correct sporting procedures and to protect the health and
safety of riders.
• The administrative and technical regulations of the national federation are drawn up by the federation’s management committee and published in its official bulletin
• They are updated annually and made available to the regional committees.
Obviously, each commissaire needs to keep his copy of the regulations up to date in order to officiate.
7

1 .3 Special or specific regulations of the national federation
Each year, the national federation draws up specific regulations which may cover:
• The road racing season for the year specifying rider categories, their participation in the various types
of event (one-day road races, stage races) distances, prizes, entries, etc.
• The federal calendar includes specific regulations for the national federation’s own classifications
• Regulations for one-day and stage races on the national federation’s Elite calendar in classes 1.12
to 1.15 and 2.12 and for classes 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 of the UCI Elite calendar
• There may also be regulations governing the wearing of the national champion’s jersey.
• There are also regulations for criteriums in line with the UCI regulations
During the season:
• Circulars can also be drawn up and published as and when required, to deal with specific points which
have been changed and need to be applied very quickly.
• In certain events, the national federation may send a technical delegate with powers to take action to
ensure that the Commissaires Panel applies specific federation directives which supplement the general
regulations.

1 .4 Organisational data sheet (OD)
The OD is sent to the national federation by the organiser in two forms:
• Federation OD: form to be completed and sent via the Regional Committee for one-day events or stage
races containing all the information required: race category, venues, registration procedures, prizes,
etc. in addition to the special regulations for the event (whether or not required by the national
federation, the course, schedules, profiles, plans, etc.
• Regional OD: form to be completed and returned to the Regional Committee incorporating a brief version of all the elements above.
These documents vary from one country to another.

1 .5 Special regulations for the event
It must always be stated explicitly that it is held under UCI and national federation regulations
These special regulations for the event are drawn up by the organiser to specify all the procedures specific to that race. Examples: participation, entries, meeting times, prizes, procedures for the various classifications, race service, feeding, protocol.
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Obtaining information
and preparing for the race

The management and the sporting control of a race call for serious methodological organisation on
the part of the officials before, during and after the event, in the areas relevant to the type of event
and the tasks to be carried out.
In the rest of the document we shall consider the role of the President of the Jury, which calls for the
greatest attention.

2 .1 Before the race

2
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Timely enquiries should be made to obtain information on the type of event, its class, specific regulatory
provisions (if any) and of its special regulations, should these not have been sent out.
If special regulations have been drawn up by the organiser, they facilitate preparation for the event in
the following areas:
• Participation and entry procedures for riders, which may be on an individual or a team basis, using
the official UCI or national federation entry forms.
• Organisational details which must include the venues and times for:
u the race headquarters for the collection of body numbers, accreditation, etc.
u the Team managers meeting (if held, depending on event),
u the changing rooms, showers and toilets for the riders,
u the location for anti-doping tests,
u the roll-call and the start,
u finish podium reserved for the sole use of the judge(s) and timekeepers,
u podium reserved for official ceremony,
u the race headquarters at the finish,
u any receptions, etc.
• The rules for the various classifications:
u individual general classification and for each category
u for teams
u best climber (scoring system, resolving ties, etc.)
u best sprinter (ditto)
u other secondary classifications, as appropriate
• Prizes
• Safety and the rules to be applied (police and civilian motorcycles, dangerous parts of the course, etc.)
• Feeding
• Neutral service
• Medical assistance, which must be available as from the opening of licence checking (number of ambulances, doctor, Red Cross, etc.)
• The list of hospitals located close to the course
• The organisational structure for organising staff and officials
• The course details and schedule, profiles, plans, etc.
Note: It is acceptable to telephone the organiser to obtain this information.
On this basis, a list of issues to be raised with the Race Director can be drawn up in order to check that
all the necessary resources have been made available to ensure that the event is run off properly.

• It is often necessary to check that the special regulations for the event comply with federation (and
specific, if any) regulations.
• The procedures outlined in this document relate to an Elite event on the national calendar. For events
on the regional calendar, the approach will of course have to be adapted to suit the event type.

Organisational operations at the start
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It is necessary to arrive at the start race headquarters one and a half or two hours before the race
start in order to make contact with the organiser to check all the vital aspects of the sporting control
of the event, namely:

• DISPLAY the special regulations for the event (if any) or any vital instructions regarding the organisational data sheet u see “obtaining information and preparing for the race”.
• ORGANISE the position(s) for:
u Checking licences, verifying the UCI code as well as age and category for special classifications
{making use of the start list}
u Only the President of the Panel, after consulting the Jury, shall take the decision to authorise a
rider to start; it is possible to telephone to make sure that the rider holds a valid licence.
u Handing out body and frame numbers by members of the organisation team.
u This aspect of the organisation is very important and must be set up rapidly since it affects the
publication of the list of starters, which has to be distributed to team managers, officials and
press at the earliest opportunity.
u Therefore it is necessary to make practical arrangements for these positions where required as
appropriate for the facilities available.
• CHECK WITH THE ORGANISER:
u The venue and preparations for the meeting of team managers and those present in the race convoy.
u The technical facilities provided for sporting control:
p Commissaires’ cars and motorcycles if any, with experienced drivers and riders.
p Race radio equipment for all vehicles in the race convoy (transmitter-receiver + internal channel
for commissaires, cars and motorcycles).
p Neutral service with number of vehicles, their positions, drivers, mechanics. (wheels to be provided by the teams, in line with special regulations).
p Medical assistance: vehicle with doctor, ambulance(s) with radio link
p Police escort: number of motorcycles, positions.
p Civilian escort: number, yellow flags, mobile marshals.
p Motorcycles for organisational tasks: Info motorcycle, time board official, commissaires, etc.
p Broom wagons with, if possible, a pair of wheels, a radio transmitter-receiver,
p An assistant commissaire if available.
u The procedures for calling riders to the start and lining them up and for race convoy vehicles.
u Availability of computer and video (photo-finish) facilities.
u The position in the race and the role of each person involved, and the vitally necessary coordination
between the security services, the medical services, the commissaires, guests’ vehicles (if any), etc.
u The provisions made to judge any intermediate classifications, where not covered by the panel.
u The course and its features, dangerous sections, the state of the roads, the strategic points of the
race, difficult climbs, dangerous descents, narrow roads, level crossings, road works, the feeding
zone, the finish diversion, the procedures for the finish and the official ceremony.
u The antidoping test station.
u Preparation of his speech and coordination with the PCP for the team managers’ meeting, stressing
the need for all those in the race convoy to be present.
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The team managers’ meeting
and organisation of the race convoy

4 .1 Relations with the organiser
After examining the human and material resources available with the organiser, some shortfall may be
apparent; in this case it is necessary to collaborate with the organiser to seek the best possible solutions
for the management of sporting control.
Note: We must deal with the crucial point of the attitude adopted by the President of the Jury when
dealing with antagonism and/or faced with organisational failings. Here a measure of psychology is
needed, by taking a courteous and correct approach and being as cooperative as possible, while
demanding that the resources required are provided.
You must never forget that organising a race calls for a great deal of time and energy (and even sacrifice) to bring together all the financial, administrative, technological and human resources needed in
order to set up an effective organisational team.
It is quite clear that good organisation greatly simplifies sporting control, but bad relations with the
organisation will hamper efficiency and prejudice the success of the event.

4 .2 The team managers’ meeting and organisation of the race convoy
4
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Everybody with a job to do on the race must be present at this meeting so that instructions will be
respected.

4.2.1 The organiser
• The organiser will open the meeting and may make a brief presentation, working from front to back of
the race, of the drivers and those accompanying them to highlight their roles, which will raise the profile of the organising teams and increase their sense of responsibility.
• He will draw attention to all practical and material procedures.
• He will provide all information regarding the course: changes, roadworks, danger spots, etc. If necessary, a communiqué can be issued.
• He will invite the person in charge of the Police or the security escort to speak, and will draw the
attention of those in the following cars to the most important aspect, the safety and behaviour of
everyone taking part.
• He will respond to any questions posed.

4.2.2 The Jury President
• He will present the Commissaires Panel.
• He will call the roll of the teams (to prepare for the drawing of lots).
• He will announce any changes to the regulations (which may have been the subject of a communiqué)
and detail the procedures for various classifications, etc.
• He will outline the available resources for neutral service.
• He will also specify the systems for feeding at feeding stations and from vehicles, indicating that,
depending on the weather conditions, he may alter the beginning or the end of the feeding operations.
• He will draw attention to the instructions for safety and discipline for all vehicles in the race convoy,
but he will moderate these reminders as appropriate to the level of the race, in order to avoid repeating the obvious to team managers, but he may wish to point out:
u that riders have to raise an arm to indicate any incident to the President of the Commissaires
Panel even if the rider informs his team manager by radio
u the duty of team managers (in this last case) to ask the President of the Commissaires Panel or
the commissaire for permission to provide race service.
• The return of riders, after a flat tyre, fall, or any other incident must not occur behind the team
manager’s vehicle outside the line of cars.
• He will answer any questions on sporting control.
• He will indicate that there may be anti-doping tests (and will give the floor to the medical inspector
(if present) at the end of his speech).

The team managers’ meeting
and organisation of the race convoy
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• Finally, he will draw lots for technical vehicles by name for the complete teams represented at the
meeting, following the appropriate rules for the class of the event, and then the draw for teams which
are not represented. (See wheels for neutral service vehicles if necessary).
Note: A meeting of all the support teams is necessary for obvious reasons of coordination, raising the
awareness of all drivers (some of whom may be driving in a race for the first time) of the two inextricably linked aspects of sporting control: the safety of road users and the public, and respect for sporting regulations.
This meeting is the only opportunity to assert the Commissaires Panel’s role before everyone concerned.
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Exercising control over the race
and the distribution of tasks

5 .1 Managing events: definition
A clear distinction is necessary between:
• The organising director, also known as the event director (or sometimes, incorrectly, race director
depending on the national federation) who is responsible for:
u the administrative aspects involving obtaining authorisation as required from the Federation, local
authorities, etc.
u race safety by making arrangements for all the appropriate resources (marshals, police, motorcycle
escort, etc.) to enable the race to be run normally without danger to riders, other road users or
spectators.
u arranging for all equipment and logistics provision (including premises, etc.) required for the event
to be run off in the best possible conditions.
• The race director or the President of the Commissaires Panel (PCP), also known as the Jury President, who, along with the whole Panel, is responsible for the direction and sporting control of the
event.
• The Jury, part of the Commissaires Panel, comprises three full commissaires, including the Jury President, and is responsible for taking decisions.
• BRIEFING: The President of the Jury must bring the Panel together and allocate tasks to commissaires
on the basis of their official appointment as soon as the race headquarters is open.
5
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5 .2 Positions and allocation of tasks
The basic arrangements will be that of a road race on the national calendar (not a TT), i.e.:
Jury President + two full commissaires + a finish judge + one or two motorcycle commissaires.

5.2.1 The Jury President
The preceding sheets clearly demonstrate the important role and the responsibility of the Jury President, who
has both to lead the panel and act as a coordinator with the organisation, which requires a complete knowledge of the aspects covered above, and who also has to carry out the sporting management of the event.

5.2.2 The full commissaires
• They will be given the tasks of checking the licences for the distribution of race numbers on the basis
of the list of entries and, where required for the race classifications, they will check the age categories
so that a correct start list can be drawn up, using the UCI model
• They will help the Jury President to prepare and conduct the team managers’ meeting.
• They will check the riders and their bikes during the call to the start.
• They will enforce sporting control with the Jury President, with one commissaire at the front of the
race and the other behind (shown as C2 and C3).
• After the race, along with the Jury President they will take any decisions and apply any penalties.

5.2.3 The finish judge
• This particular job is very important, somewhat delicate, often thankless, which varies in character
according to the resources made available for the intermediate classifications and the finish.
Where appropriate, during the licence checking, the judge should make any changes required during
data entry to be able to issue an updated start list, which affects the composition of teams.
• He also needs to organise judging for the various primes in conjunction with an assistant commissaire
or the information motorcyclist (provided by the organisers, who must also reserve a motorcycle for
the finish judge if required, so that he can judge these primes).
• He shall ensure that all riders who start have signed on.
• He is a full member of the Panel and hence responsible for sporting control with the same status as
the full commissaires, up to the point where he leaves the race convoy to reach the finish.
Note: It is worth noting that the finish judge ALONE is responsible for all classifications.

Exercising control over the race
and the distribution of tasks
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At the finish, he must:
• Arrange for help in line with the resources available, since he needs to operate as if there were no
video!
• Be in a position to quickly announce the podium places, the winners of all sprint or mountain primes
and the general classifications for each category (U23, Juniors, etc.) This is necessary to allow the
official ceremonies to be run off smoothly and to help the media who need to publish results rapidly.
• Confirm the results of the secondary classifications at the race headquarters.
• Confirm the finish placings by cross-checking with the Commissaires Panel.
• Give the original of the classifications a final check before it is copied for distribution.

5.2.4 The anti-doping inspector
Appointed by the UCI or the national federation, he carries out his task in accordance with the UCI or
federation regulations for anti-doping tests and the law of the land.
He works in collaboration with the doctor appointed for the anti-doping tests, and also with the PCP to
inform him of the tests’ outcome.

5.2.5 The motorcycle commissaire
Under the supervision of the Jury President and the full commissaires, he must work on the sporting
direction in line with the instructions given, with good mobility in all respects, both at the front and
back of the race.

5.2.6 The assistant or supplementary commissaires
They will be given various tasks, depending on how many are available: in the neutral service vehicles, in
the broom wagon, in order to be able to witness at first hand and take an active role, and hence prevent
certain infringements. They do not have powers to direct the race, but they can observe the course of the
race and make a personal written report which is submitted to the Jury President.
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Sporting control: procedures

To start with, each member of the Commissaires Panel will need to make contact with his driver to introduce himself and ask him, if necessary, to check that the radio equipment is operating properly and to
advise him of his position in the race.

6 .1 Roll-call and checking of riders
• These operations, which are usually neglected, often make for chaos and confusion on the start line,
and set the stage for a shambolic image for the remainder of the event.
It is thus necessary to verify with the organiser that the vehicles of the front and back sections of the
race convoy will be in position before the riders are called to a waiting area (for junior events, it is
essential that this be the venue for the gear check). It will be located 50 to 80 metres before the start
proper.
The riders will be called to the line, under the supervision of the commissaires who will check that
the riders’ clothing (hard-shell helmet, advertising, body numbers), and bicycles (specifications, frame
numbers) comply with the regulations.
• The riders will remain under the supervision of the front commissaire (C2) and the organiser, while the
leading and following vehicles take up their positions in line with the attached standard UCI outline.
Safety advice will be repeated: allow motorcycles and cars to pass, take traffic islands and roundabouts
on the right, stop on the right for service, etc.
6
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6 .2 The start
• This may be:
u Immediate; which means that the departure of the leading vehicles needs to be well regulated.
u Neutralised (the most common arrangement); a section of the course (max 10 km) will be neutralised under the control of the organisers and/or commissaire C2, with red flag; then, when km 0
is reached, and as long as no rider has been delayed by an incident, the actual start will be given
without stopping.
u Neutralised, following the same procedure, but with a halt at the actual start, as required by the
organiser.
• The neutralised section will allow the Jury President to check that the radios are working for all the
vehicles fitted with a transmitter, and to repeat the safety warnings (inter alia: drive with dipped
headlights) and to announce the number of starters, and changes to the start list, if an updated start
list has not been distributed.
• When the actual start is given at km 0 (reset vehicle odometers), it is vital that all vehicles should
take up their positions; if necessary, the Jury President will reiterate the advice to race drivers.

6 .3 The race director
He should be positioned ahead of the front commissaire. He indicates all dangerous sections: traffic
islands, roundabouts, narrowing roads, speed bumps, badly parked vehicles, roadworks, etc. and all signs
indicating sprints, mountain primes, and 50, 25, 20, 10, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 km to go (red triangle) and the
beginning and end of the fixed feeding zones.

6 .4 The front commissaire (C2)
He controls the head of the race and movements of motorcycles and vehicles, and he takes action to
move them on in line with the riders’ progress. He may also take the place of the race director, if necessary, in announcing dangerous sections. C2 is responsible for directing the front part of the race, for
positioning of all vehicles, particularly the neutral service cars.

6 .5 The information motorcycle
Indicates the number(s) and time gaps of breakaway rider(s) to the President of the Commissaires Panel
(PCP) and/or to the race radio announcer. May work together with the C2 when the time gaps are greater
than 2 minutes or so.
Where there is a second information motorcycle, it may be placed behind the bunch to notify race radio
of incidents (or rider requests) requiring action by team managers.

6 .6 The time-board motorcycle
Writes down the numbers of breakaway riders and time gaps; drops back on the left to inform the different groups of riders as far as the front of the bunch (first twenty riders); may also, as necessary, work
together with the information motorcycle to calculate gaps when the groups are well split up.

6 .7 The neutral service vehicles (NSV)
Their positions are dictated by the commissaires.
There are normally three of these drives, of which two ahead of the race director and one is kept behind,
at the disposal of the Jury President (or PCP).
However, in some events, the positioning may differ, with 1 NSV ahead and 2 NSV behind (in events where
they provide most of the service).
They must carry spare wheels and a skilled mechanic, and should have a stock of half-litre water bottles with
original seals in order to be able to supply breakaway riders until their team managers are able to reach them.
Note: For some specialist events (mountains, narrow cobbled roads) it is wise to also have one or two
neutral service motorcycles in attendance.
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Sporting control: procedures

6 .8 The anti-doping commissaire’s car
This will drive ahead of the race, in front of the race director, and must not in any event drive level with
the riders. He shall inform the PCP of the procedures for the anti-doping tests, who will announce them
in the 20 last kilometres on race radio.
6 .9 The President of the Commissaires Panel and the rear commissaire
• The PCP follows the main group, which is not necessarily the largest bunch, but that which is the most
significant in terms of race standings.
• He is responsible for directing the event, naturally in close collaboration with the race director in
serious cases (such as: race halted by demonstrations, extreme weather conditions, hail, snow, gales,
going off course, etc.).
• Along with his colleague C3, and the rear motorcycle commissaire (if any), he is responsible for controlling team car traffic in accordance with the race situation: dropped riders (road block with red
flags), punctures, falls, feeds, etc.
• He uses race radio to inform team managers, the doctor and the ambulance, of such incidents so that
riders can receive rapid assistance.
Naturally, he gives any advice needed for the running of the race, as appropriate to the situation.
6
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6 .10 The doctor
Located just behind the PCP, he provides first aid.

6 .11 The ambulance
The ambulance operates under the sole responsibility of the race doctor and runs behind the team cars,
and takes action as soon as it is called for.

6 .12 The broom wagon
This is the last vehicle in line and picks up riders who have abandoned the race; it also retrieves their
body numbers.

6 .13 The finish judge
He is normally ahead of the race for place-to-place races.
On circuits of 8 to 12 km (or more), he stays at the line to judge all secondary classifications and to
check the composition of the various groups from front to back of the race.
In place-to-place events he is of course responsible for judging sprints and mountain primes, but also
serves as C2 in his absence or works with C2 depending on the nature of the race.
In any case he will have to leave the front of the race 20 km before the finish line and follow the official course respecting the highway code, in order to prepare for the finish. The C2 must then take up his
place at the front of the race and may make use of the motorcycle commissaire (or an assistant commissaire responsible for sprints and mountain primes who has finished his work) to help him in his task.
Note: It should be noted that the sporting control of a race is a team job and that commissaires should
not just maintain a static position, but must always be ready to keep up with developments in the race.

Race situations
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An escape occurs: when the gap reaches 25’’/30”; the front NSV stops and takes up position behind the
breakaway riders (diagram 1).

Diagram 1

Race
director

NSV2

C2

PCP

MC1

TM

C3

NSV3

NSV1
MC2

25“ to 30“

Info motorbike

The C2 announces this service cover in order to reassure and calm the team managers; at the same time,
he needs to take down the numbers of these riders, sort them into numerical order and note the number
of teams represented (use a table on a road sheet like this).
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The gap increases: when it reaches 45”, C2 may then take up a position behind the break (diagram 2).
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Race situations

The gap announced has now reached 1 minute; In theory, the team managers can ask to pass in order
to take up positions ahead, but the PCP who is in charge of the road block will decide whether to allow
them to pass on the basis of the number of riders and the nature of the course, since overtaking by several vehicles tends to make the bunch accelerate as a result of:
u the narrowing out of the bunch, which accelerates at the front
u the drag created by the cars overtaking,
u a psychological impact on the riders, encouraged by the passing vehicles,
u something to chase between the break and the bunch.
WARNING!
It should be noted that permitting team managers to pass must be done in an orderly fashion; two to
three cars can pass, but a greater number can prejudice the success of the break; it may be wiser to make
the team managers wait and only permit them to pass when the gap reaches ~1’ 30” (depending on
numbers involved).
Additionally, overtaking the bunch is dangerous for riders and also gives rise to offences of feeding whilst
passing through the group and sustained holding on by riders. (diagrams 3 and 4)
Note: The gaps shown are indicative and are not a rigidly established rule.
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Diagram 3
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Diagram 4
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The breakaway continues and the gap grows: the PCP may then allow other vehicles (press, guests)
to pass.
The C2 asks NSV2 to move ahead of the bunch to provide service to any counter-attack which may go
clear.
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The C2 must always stay with the leading group when riders have their team managers with them; however, if there are only two or three riders and no team managers, the C2 may leave the leading group to be
supervised by a motorcycle commissaire or the finish judge, in order to run ahead of the bunch and cover
any counter-attack which may occur (diagram 5).
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A counter-attack develops: As soon as the gaps are sufficient, the NSV2 moves behind the chasing
group, followed as soon as possible by the C2 or the motorcycle commissaire (MC); after this situation,
it is up to the commissaires to operate as appropriate for the gaps and the number of vehicles between
the groups.
CASE 1: a large breakaway group, several cars between groups.
If the gap falls below one minute, the press and guest vehicles will move ahead, and the team managers
fall in behind the counter-attack (if the gap between the chasers and the bunch is adequate – more than
a minute) or stop and take their places in the column of the vehicles at the back (diagram 6).
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CASE 2: small breakaway group, with only a neutral service vehicle.
As soon as the gap falls below 30” NSV1 overtakes or takes the place of NSV2 which in turn falls back to
a position just ahead of the bunch, if the gap to the bunch allows (diagram 7).
The C2 and his colleagues will also move as appropriate in the cases shown in the diagrams below.

Diagram 7
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CASE 3: group of favourites catching up with the lead group
When the gap between the front of the bunch and the chasers is large enough, the PCP moves into the
gap with NSV2, followed by the team managers’ vehicles; the C2 takes charge of the bunch (diagram 8).

Diagram 8
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Groups are dropping off the back of the bunch:
In a race which is hard by virtue of the course profile, the distance, the weather conditions (wind, rain) or
by high speeds, splits can occur at the front or in the middle of the bunch, but mainly towards the back
with riders being dropped (who may either sit up or may keep trying in an attempt to regain the bunch).
In this case the PCP must, as far as possible, anticipate and move NSV3 and C3 up behind him since,
as soon as these splits occur, the PCP will set up a “road block” to cover the groups of dropped riders
(diagram 9).
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Diagram 9
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As soon as the gap is adequate (80 to 100 metres), he moves up behind the preceding group with NSV3,
while C3 takes his place and maintains the road block, allowing the doctor to pass (this is not a priority).
Then 3 or 4 cars at a time, the team managers can pass as the gap grows (diagram 10).
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Diagram 10
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Then C3 can leave the group of dropped riders in the hands of the rear MC in order to move up rapidly to
rejoin the PCP and NSV3; and so on as per (diagram 11).
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Note: There are sometimes difficult situations when several groups form, since as the number of commissaires is limited, choices have to be made on the basis of the gaps, the composition of the groups
and the number of cars.
u The PCP may, in certain temporary situations, set up the road block if necessary and send NSV3
behind the group in front while awaiting the return of C3.
u In these situations the MC must move up, stop and check each group since it is always possible
that riders will attempt to come back up following team managers’ cars!
u It is to be noted that the C3 position is tricky and should not be given to a novice commissaire.

Groups of riders regaining the bunch:
You must always be vigilant during a race since, if riders have been dropped, they can also catch up
again, given the nature of the course (descents) or the possibility of the bunch slowing down after a
climb, etc.
It is the duty of the MC to warn and anticipate the possible return of a group of riders, as soon as they
get within 200 metres of the line of vehicles; depending on the speed of the bunch, the MC will move up
and halt this line of cars to recreate the gap, or, as appropriate, will inform the C3 by radio that the
riders are catching up so that he can set up a road block by stopping the line of team cars (diagram 12).
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Diagram 12

PCP
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Doctor

MC2

C3

Punctures, mechanical problems, crashes:
u No road block for riders who have suffered the problems noted above.
u These riders can make use of the slipstreams of the cars in the line of team manager’s vehicles
u However, it is forbidden to take pace from a vehicle (motorcycle, car) to catch this line of traffic, and
(or) to move up the column behind a vehicle.
Reminder: It is important to understand that punctures, mechanical problems, falls, etc. are normal
race occurrences and are unfortunately just some of the unpredictable factors which riders are faced
with, and that this does not give team managers the right to help their riders to regain the field in
an irregular fashion (diagrams 13 and 14).
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Rider catching a group of dropped riders after suffering a problem:
• This is a tricky problem for the commissaire, but he must make a very rapid decision as to whether the
road block should be lifted or maintained as appropriate for different situations:
u In front: in the case of a break which splits in two in the final stages of a race, with a small gap,
and where one of the riders in the first group suffers a mishap: the C2 will not lift the road block
when that rider comes back to the second group; in this instance, lifting the road block would certainly help the unfortunate rider to regain the group, but would also help the dropped riders and
falsify the closing stages of the race for the leading riders.
u Behind: if the group of dropped riders is small, C3 or the MC may lift the road block without any
great danger of changing the result of the race.
u However, if the group is large, C3 or the MC will keep the road block in order to allow the event to
follow its normal course.
u In the closing stages, when riders sit up, no road block.
• IMPORTANT: You need to be able to distinguish between dropped riders who have really run out of
steam and those who are in temporary difficulties following an acceleration, and who are making an
effort to avoid losing too much distance or even regain the bunch should it slow down.
Note: In stage races, it is vital to identify correctly the positions in the various classifications of riders
who suffer a mishap or who are dropped.
If a rider in difficulties and dropped in a normal way, who is leader of a classification or well placed on
general classification, is able to return to the bunch accompanied by a rider who has suffered a mishap, this may lead to unfairness.
Conversely, maintaining a road block on a rider who has suffered a mishap who is well placed on GC or
is leading another classification may penalise him irremediably for the rest of the event.
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Mass pile-up leading to splits in the bunch and the line of cars:
• This type of incident results in general chaos and blocks the whole line of vehicles; medical assistance
(doctor, ambulance) needs to be given priority. The MC can be extremely useful for controlling traffic
past the scene, taking the numbers of the fallen riders, and arranging for the vehicles of the team
managers affected to move up as fast as possible.
• The PCP and the C3 must return as fast as possible to a position behind the bunch, and should ask
team managers not to leave gaps in the line of cars, in order to re-form it to help riders to regain the
bunch.
• Here too, good sense is required to allow the team managers to help their riders, to make sure of their
state of health, and to make good equipment damage.
• This does not mean that they have complete freedom to do anything to help their riders catch up; a
warning should be issued in the first instance.
Mountain climbs:
The principles underlying the direction of the event remain valid for road blocks, but on a long hard
climb such as a mountain pass, the cars move slowly and the slipstream effects almost negligible.
Therefore, from the first slopes, the non-climbers are quickly dropped and ride on the left. The team
managers’ vehicles drive behind the PCP and the C3, following the main group.
7
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As soon as splits form (80 to 100 metres), the PCP moves through with NSV3, and the C3 sets up short
road blocks, while allowing through the three first team cars to give priority to service and assistance
for the leaders on general classification. Often the PCP will arrive at the summit with a group of 20 to
30 riders and the team managers’ cars.
The MC will keep a close eye on riders who are level with team managers’ vehicles while retaining general
mobility.
NOTE:
At around a kilometre from the summit it is vital to ask all vehicles ahead of the race to take up
their positions to gain ground on the riders who descend faster.
Likewise, vehicles should not be allowed between two large groups, since they would endanger riders
catching up on the descent; for this reason, the roadblock needs to be set up behind the second group.
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A PRESS specification exists for all vehicles (including motorcycles) which may form part of the race
convoy, defining the rules under which they take up a position and move within the event; the drivers of
these vehicles must comply with orders and instructions from the race director, the PCP or C2, C3 or MC.
u Ahead of the race, these vehicles drive in front of the Race Director.
u Behind the bunch or behind a group, they must never obstruct the movements of the technical vehicles in the left-hand lane. Where the road narrows, and in any event in the last kilometres, they must
fall back to the rear of the line of technical vehicles.
u As a general rule, no vehicle may pass a group of riders in the final ten kilometres, and may not stay
in the race in the last kilometre.
The photographers’ motorcycles must remain ahead of the C2 but may, one at a time, drop back to photograph the front of the peloton or the break, and then return to their station. Behind the bunch, they must
ride on the left in single file and avoid obstructing passing vehicles. (see diagrams 1 to 5 below).

Photograph 1
In front of the bunch
Motorbikes must ride ahead of the leading commissaire (C2), forming a rolling free zone. To take photographs, motorbike riders
may fall back towards the head of the race, take their photographs and immediately return to their position in the free zone.
No motorbike may remain between the front of the group and the Commissaire’s vehicle.

Commissaire

Photograph 2
Behind the bunch
Motorbikes may ride in single file on the left (or according to national law) behind the Race Director’s car, and must give way
to passing vehicles and all cars called up from behind the bunch.

Motorbikes
photographers

RD

Doctor

Commissaire
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Photograph 3
During the race
All photographers finding themselves behind the leading group must pass this group when the distance drops to less than
100 metres.

▲

Motorbikes photographers

▲

-100 m
Commissaire
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Organisation Director

Photograph 4
In the mountains and on the climbs
Motorbike riders must take great care not to get in the way of riders or official vehicles.
In principle, photographers work dismounted.

Commissaire

Commissaire

Organisation Director

Photograph 5
Position of photographers at the finish
Photographers in possession of accreditation and an overvest issued by a member of the organisation take up a position behind
the two whithe lines painted on the road situated 15 meters behind the finish line.
Finish judge’s podium
photo finish

Protocol
15 m

FINISH
s

er’s position

Photograph

VIP seating - press
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Television cameras:
u must avoid either assisting or obstructing the riders; film only in profile or 3/4 astern.
u Complete ban on filming from a motorcycle in the final 500 metres.
u may not take up station between two groups if the gap is inadequate.
u may not move up into the bunch and remain there, or film from a position which might endanger
riders. (see diagrams below)

TV 1
Bunch riding together
When the bunch is riding at a moderate pace, one cameraman at a time at the head of the bunch.

27

Commissaire

Organisation Director

TV 2
Group riding at a rapid pace
A cameraman may never take up a position in front of a group riding at a rapid pace. He may poistion himself beside (3/4 astern)
the first rider or at the back of the group.

Commissaire

Organisation Director

TV 3
Two groups coming together
When the distance between the two groups is less than 50 metres, the TV motorbike following the first group has three options:
a) The TV motorbike rides at the side of the first group.
b) The motorbike waits for the second group and takes up a position behind it.
c) The motorbike moves to the front of the two groups.

Solution C

Solution B

Solution A
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TV 4
Riders in echelons
The cameraman takes up a position beside the group to film.

Commissaire

TV 5
8
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Ban in filming in the last 500 metres – detour near the finish line
Filming in the last 500 metres is banned, but if only a few riders (maximum 4 or 5) who are significantly ahead of the bunch
emerge for the final sprint, the Commissaire 2 may allow a TV motorbike to take pictures behind this small group. In the event
of a final bunch sprint TV motorbikes take the detour provided by the organisers. If this is too far from the finish line, they
must cease to film in the last 500 meters and make for the finish line as quickly as possible.

Detour

500 m
Commissaire

Fixed camera
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Commissaires carrying out sporting control of events will be faced with a range of race situations which
they will need to handle using skills in a wide range of areas; details of recommended approaches are set
out below.

9 .1 Using the race radio
The radio is a powerful means of communication and a vital tool in event management; however, the
manner in which it is used will determine whether it is will work effectively for all those in the race
convoy, and certain principles need to be respected:
u Each radio user must identify him/herself and speak clearly and concisely, so that the frequency is
always available for use in priority situations (crashes, punctures, etc.).
u Appropriate and encouraging language should be used, which may be firm, but never impolite or
belittling to the people involved.
u Important information should be given at least twice, in a clear and sober fashion. Always obtain
acknowledgement of your message.
u During a very long communication, pause to leave a gap for any urgent announcements regarding the
riders or safety.
u Supervising the development of the race, the composition of the groups, gaps etc. It is essential to
provide regular updates on the nature of the course and the general from the front of the race after
passing significant points (sprints, mountain primes, kilometre boards or other signs).
Note: It is very desirable that all vehicles (cars and motorbikes) should be equipped with the race
radio channel including the Anti-doping Inspector, but that an internal channel should be available
reserved for the use of Commissaires, the information motorcycle and the motorcycle Commissaires. This
measure enables everyone to work independently and only to pass on to the race radio (after summarising all the information in our possession) necessary and adequate information for the successful
supervision of the race. On the other hand it is essential that the number of transmitters should be
restricted to the needs of the race services as established by the organiser.
Avoid repeating the names of riders who have retired once they have been announced on race radio.
It is also VITAL only to transmit information regarding the race on the race radio; avoid asides which
could discredit you as a serious and skilled official.
Finally, the person providing race radio must, for the sake of convenience and fast reaction, be either
in the PCP’s car or on a direct link to it.

9 .2 Composition of the groups, timings, gaps
• These are the essential parameters in directing a race.
• If there is an information motorbike, it will naturally provide the numbers composing the different
groups of riders and the gaps between them, working back from the head of the race to the bunch.
However, as soon as these gaps increase and can be measured in minutes, the C2, the PCP, the C3 and
the MC should work together to carry out regular time checks at clearly identifiable places or markers,
fixed or easily recognisable points (the signs on entering or leaving built-up areas, for example.)
• IMPORTANT: As has already been seen, movements of race vehicles are always subject to the gaps separating the different groups; but these gaps can also be sometimes used in special race situations
which call for neutralisation due to:
u closed level crossing or open bridges,
u any demonstrations on the course,
u situations in which rider safety can no longer be guaranteed,
u road blocked (snow, hail, fallen trees, works, traffic accident etc.)
It is therefore very helpful to take frequent note of gaps and the Motorcycle Commissaire may also play a
preponderant role in noting all the numbers which make up the various groups.
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9 .3 Feeding
• A fixed station in a marked zone, which must be sufficiently wide and long (about 5 km) and sensibly
positioned in terms of the race distance and the course profile, 80 to 100 km into the race on a level
or slightly rising road..
• From team and neutral service vehicles from the 50th kilometre to 20 km before the finish, under the
following conditions:
u Outside built-up areas, on a sufficiently wide road, prohibited on descents and climbs.
u It often causes traffic problems; it should be remembered that such feeding takes place one vehicle
at a time, behind the PCP car (or the car of the C2 or C3).
u In the case of a group of about 15 riders, feeding is authorised at the back of the group.
u All feeding must be fast, no “sticky” bottles which may be penalised in the same way as receiving
a push.
• Feeding is neither a priority nor a right and will be authorised according to the situation; Sometimes,
on a difficult course (very hilly), the Commissaires may authorise a feed during a climb if this has not
been possible for a relatively long time.

9
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Note: Experienced drivers are able to make it simpler to feed riders who slip to the rear of the group,
by passing to the right of the rear of the peloton. If necessary the driver must be told where to position
the vehicle.
Be alert and watch team managers driving up to the bunch to speak to their riders; they may take the
opportunity to pass them a bottle.
At fixed stations in the feeding zone, it is very important to emphasise, by radio, that vehicles must
pass through the zone in single file and take great care, since crashes often occur in these areas.

9 .4 Medical and mechanical assistance, riders’ tactics
• Medical assistance should always be provided as fast as possible behind the Commissaires’ vehicle; on
a climb, assistance should be given while stationary.
After a fall, and after medical assistance, the ambulance should not pace the riders back to the bunch.
• Mechanical assistance, like medical assistance, should be carried out rapidly and is strictly forbidden
on climbs and descents.
Mechanics are forbidden to travel on the outside of the car with a spare bike; such operations must
take place when stationary behind the group of riders and not passing at their level or stopping in
front of the group.
In the case of a bike change, inform the Judge that the frame number is missing.
• Tactical assistance by team managers:
Team managers often ask to ride up to the bunch or a group in order to talk to their riders. The
PCP, C2 or C3 must decide whether or not this is feasible, depending on the road layout, position of
riders etc.
Reminder: Only one car at a time, acting quickly, should be allowed. This is not a right.

9 .5 Stopping or neutralising the race
• Unfortunately exceptional circumstances may arise leading the Commissaires and the Race Director to
stop, neutralise, re-start or cancel the race or to consider that the placings at the time the race was
stopped should stand.
These extreme situations are of various kinds and associated with events which may or may not be predictable, such as:
u Level crossings (for which the rules are set out by the UCI and in the national federations’ Regulations): C2, C3 and CM Commissaires must drive at the front of the course to make any necessary
arrangements.
u If a level crossing is closed, the race must be stopped, working in collaboration with the organiser
and safety services; the composition of groups and their gaps must have been noted beforehand.
After the barriers are raised, all the race vehicles present should pass, and the race should be
restarted in the same situation as before the level crossing was closed.
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u Demonstrations which hinder traffic.
u Situations in which rider safety can no longer be guaranteed.
u Road rendered impassable because of severe weather conditions, works etc.
• Depending on the circumstance the best possible decision must be reached in consultation with the
Race Director, safety services and sometimes team managers, and the situation at the moment when
the race was stopped should always stand.
• If the race is restarted, as happens in the case of closed level crossings, it is obviously important to
make a note of the riders’ groups and time gaps as described under “Composition of the groups, timings, gaps”.

Note: If riders go off course, this may be treated in the same way as the situations described above
provided that everybody has followed the same course and sporting equity is maintained.
It is often the organiser who is responsible for such mistakes, because of faulty signs or poor communications by safety services or marshals.

9 .6 Events – Incidents – Decisions during the race
• Commissaires must strive to prevent any misconduct on the part of riders or team managers regarding
events or incidents which might occur, i.e.:
u When the Commissaire or MC observes an event or situation which might give rise to misconduct
(e.g. a puncture), he must slow down, make his presence felt, and make a quick radio call to
the team manager involved urging him to resume his place in the line the cars. Once the repair
has been made, the team manager should resume his place without any need to be closely watched
by the MC.
u Should the team manager persist in pacing his rider back to the bunch, there should be a final radio
warning (with a penalty for briefly assisting the rider), and subsequently, should he not desist, he
may be excluded from the race for providing prolonged assistance (one day races) or relegated to
the back of the line of vehicles the following day (stage races).
• Immediate expulsion from the race.
u Any riding hanging on to a vehicle or motorbike.
u Obstruction and behaviour causing danger to him/herself or others
u Serious misconduct towards a rider, official or third party.
u Passing through a closed level crossing
u Rider deliberately taking a short cut
u Rider who pulls another rider’s jersey during a sprint or causes a fall.
u Rider removing his/her helmet during the race (except where the wearing of helmets in not compulsory)
• After a first warning:
u Lending irregular material aid to the rider of another team
u Unauthorised assistance at the finish on a circuit
u Irregular medical or breakdown assistance during the last twenty kilometres.
• Other situations may also lead to expulsion.
All kinds of events may occur at any time; vigilance and rapid intervention can restrict the number of
infringements.

9 .7 The race finish
The measures to be taken may vary depending on the nature of the finish (with or without a finishing
circuit).
• With a finishing circuit: Depending on the length of the circuit and the gaps between the various
groups, riders from different bunches may become mixed up, risking confusion over placings at the finish. (The Regulations state that riders in the same team may only assist one another if they have covered the same distance in the race.)
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The following measures should then be taken:
u Supervision of entry onto the finishing circuit, stopping groups which might mingle with riders who
have taken a lap.
u Systematic time checks on riders each time they cross the finish line.
u Particularly where riders become mingled with the leading group, it is essential that the Motorcycle
Commissaire (who can most easily reach the riders) should separate riders disputing the final sprint
from those who are a lap down.
Obviously, to avoid difficult situations like this, the organiser should designate a large circuit.
There are special arrangements for the final sprint:
To monitor the sprint and the finish, Commissaires and organisers must not allow any vehicles and/or
motorbikes which have no essential role at that point.
The PCP may ask the C2 to monitor the sprint, either from in front of the group or behind (depending
on the gaps) and then to assist the judge in determining the placings.
The finish judge must leave the race about 20 km before the line, after carefully noting all the riders
who have dropped out (confirmed by the broom wagon), the composition of the groups and any other
aspects which may be helpful. He must announce the results of intermediate placings on the race radio
so that the riders concerned (if they finish) can attend the official ceremonies.
On the finish podium (reserved for the Judge), he must make preparations to record the finish, coordinated with the video or photo-finish (if available) and with one or more Commissaires to help him to
establish the order of the finish and/or placing a Commissaire with a tape recorder in the area behind
the line where the riders slow down. This makes it possible to record the composition of the group,
even if the order in which they cross the line is not obtained.
The finish judge shall record the numbers of all the riders, particularly those in a group, who could be
given the same time, and shall continue to take all the finishers’ number in the bunch. He shall notify
the names of the ten first riders as quickly as possible for the official ceremony and the media, and
then carefully examine the film (video) with the operator in order to establish the provisional placings.
He may also use tape recordings (one for the front of the race and one for the bunch, for example).
The Full Commissaires, and particularly the Motorcycle Commissaire, shall provide him with the composition of the different groups.
Note: the finish judge alone is responsible for placings at the finish. He must ensure that he views
the film or video.

• The broom wagon must cross the finish line and hand in to the judge all the body numbers or the list
of riders who have retired.
The finish judge then may then draw up the final placings, with help if necessary, and using the monitoring “grid” in order to ensure that no riders are forgotten or placed twice.
• Ceremonies: The PCP must always ensure that the official ceremonies take place according to the procedures decided with the organisers, and ensure that all riders concerned attend.

9 .8 Race headquarters activities at the finish
• The result is recorded using a word processor or typewriter following the UCI model (compulsory for
races on the Federation National Calendar). Afterwards the original copies are checked by the finish
judge; only afterwards can they be reproduced and distributed by a member of the organisation.
• Commissaires Panel meeting: the PCP calls a meeting of all the officials, and examines the reports
submitted by the C2, C3, MC, and the Assistant Commissaires.
If necessary, he shall hear the reports of officials who have observed infringements which may be sanctioned. He shall convene the Jury to rule on any penalties.
• After a disputed result in the sprint, the Jury may take the decision to relegate one or more riders.
In order to so this reliable information must be available, either on the video or from the C2, C3, MC
or any other official who can provide trustworthy evidence. No decision can be taken if there is
any doubt.

Special points for race management
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The main criteria for determining whether there have been any infringements during a suspect sprint are:
u the line adopted by the rider(s)
u if deviation from the line prevents a rider or riders from sprinting normally,
u if a rider’s behaviour in the sprint is dangerous.
In the event of relegation the finish judge must be informed as quick as possible.
• Any penalties are published in a communiqué which is issued along with the rest of the results. After
incidents during the race the PCP shall draw up a precise report on the circumstances of the incident
which shall be attached to the statement of the result signed by the panel.
In the event that penalties are imposed:
The PCP is responsible for informing everyone concerned (the rider, team manager, organiser) of the
nature of the penalties and the reasons for them. He may also consider the verbal appeals of riders or
team managers and examine them with the Jury before notifying the final decision to the interested parties. Written appeals are no longer taken into consideration.
Penalties should be notified in a communiqué following the example below.
Communiqué no° XXX

DECISION OF THE JURY OF COMMISSAIRES
Rider [ NUMBER ] [ NAME ] [ FORENAME ] [ TEAM ]
Reason for penalty
Fine, time penalty, disqualification etc.
Indicate the UCI or National Federation penalty number.

IMPORTANT REMINDER:
The result sheet must include all the information necessary for approval of the race, i.e.:
• The list of entrants
• List of starters.
• Secondary classifications (sprints, mountain primes etc.).
• Special classifications by category
• Size of prize list (as per NF)
• Number of entries on the line (as per NF)
Attach:
u List of following vehicles
u List of prizes awarded (depending on the type of race)
u The report
All these documents shall be sent to the National Federation (with a duplicate for the Regional Committee, depending on the NF).
The PCP shall always retain a copy of these documents.

9 .9 Assessment and report form
• The PCP shall complete the assessment form which includes all the detailed race information regarding
the organisation, logistics, safety and rider participation.
He shall give his general assessment of the race and highlight those areas which could be improved; if
appropriate, a supplementary report may be included.
• Out of respect for the organiser and in order to keep him informed, it is always worthwhile having a
debriefing session at which you can explain your point of view on aspects which could be improved
and express any helpful advice or suggestions; this meeting should bring out the positive aspects of
your job, and show that you do not just have a regulatory role.
You can distinguish the important points, which should be included in the assessment, from minor
improvements which could easily be made with few changes, as indicated to the organiser, which need
not be mentioned in the report.
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Individual and team time trials

The Rules are set out in UCI and National Federation technical Regulations.
The Commissaires Panel and the PCP play the same role in the preparation and organisation of the start
as for road races; however, the organisation of sporting control and the allocation of tasks are obviously
specific to this type of event.

10 .1 Special regulations for the event

10
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• This sets out the special rules for the event, which may be:
u A one day race (regional championship or otherwise, individual or team event)
u A one day race with a split stage (road race and individual time trial).
u An individual or time trial during a stage race lasting two days or more (stage or half stage).
• It should clearly set out:
u the rider categories or team composition
u the detail of the route, the roads used, the expected timetables,
u time keeping methods, gaps between riders, (for team time trials, indicate which rider’s time will be
taken),
u time keeping methods, (timings at intermediate points on the course, for example),
u all the locations and times as for road races,
u a reminder of the race traffic rules for riders (or teams) which have been caught and following
vehicles,
u safety arrangements (whether or not with lead motorbike in front of each rider),
u whether or not there will be a signing-on ceremony (the organiser may want the opportunity to
present the riders to the public)
u all other arrangements regarding the finish, official ceremonies etc.

10 .2 The organiser
As for road races, the organiser must provide all the logistic support, which may vary depending on the
course.
• Apart from sporting aspects, the choice of course must also take into account the following aspects:
u Avoid level crossings.
u Have a sufficiently wide road for team time trials, and to allow vehicles to comfortably overtake riders
who have been caught.
u Ensure proper signboards, and protection if necessary for all obstacles.
u Provide a warming-up area.
u Provide a feed zone (depending on the length of the time trial).
• The course itself may be:
u Place to place, either a traditional course or a climb.
u A loop starting and finishing in the same place (ideal from all points of view).
u Two laps (for example) of a large circuit (much trickier).
• Sign posting, route and distance marking need to be more thorough, with distance markers, following
UCI or National Federation regulations.
• Medical services must be available after the license controls;
• There must be more safety measures: a lead motor bike for each rider, allocating an official to manage
rotation;
• The start area (possibly with podium) must be equipped with barriers for:
u The protection of riders at the start with the “holders”,
u Position the for the time-keeper and the Commissaire controlling the start,
u Area for gear checks (particularly for Juniors),
u Parking for a vehicle with public address system for calling riders,
u Car park for following vehicles waiting for the start (with official supervision).
u The organiser must have following vehicles available for riders or team managers, who request them.

Individual and team time trials
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• An intermediate time keeping position may be provided if necessary.
• The finish area should be prepared as for a road race, with:
u Direction of vehicles towards the car park, and, if necessary, route marking back to the start area,
u An officials’ podium sited for complete visibility of the finish,
u A notice board for intermediate times, finish times etc.

10 .3 Organisation and exercise of sporting control in TTs
• The PCP must reconnoitre the course, and allocate tasks to each member of the panel, and he will
bear in mind the rules for TTs, namely:
u Team manager’s cars take priority behind their rider (or team), respecting a 10m distance and, in
particular, the ban on driving alongside the rider(s); the use of megaphones or loud speakers is
allowed.
u Rider or team caught: respect for minimum distances imposed between caught riders, and the same
for following vehicles before they are able to drop back.
u Neutral service: by following vehicle with bike or wheels (for motor bikes: wheels only) and with no
bikes held outside the following vehicle. Mechanical assistance should only be provided when stationary.
• The PCP shall allocate tasks:
u One or two Commissaire(s) to checking licences.
u The time keepers shall prepare their records following the start order established by the organiser
(once issued, this order may not be amended under any circumstances) and shall synchronise
their stopwatches.

10 .4 Time trial procedures
15 minutes before the first start: riders (or teams) shall be called in the normal fashion.
The control measures taken by the PCP over the course will naturally reflect the number of full or assistant Commissaires available.
• At the start:
u One or more “holders”, who must be the same for all riders, the timekeeper responsible for the
countdown and who gives the instruction to start.
Note: Any rider arriving late will perform a standing start from the line, and will not take priority over any other rider.
u A full Commissaire (often the PCP) who ensures that two riders or teams are waiting, and who
checks that their bicycles comply with regulations. (See the special equipment regulations for individual or team TTs).
u An official who controls and regulates the departure of following vehicles, ensuring that they are
aware of the traffic rules (dipped headlights, remaining 10 metres behind the rider, priority to vehicles of riders catching another, no person riding outside the vehicle etc.) This may be set out in a
communiqué to be issued to each following vehicle.
• On the course:
The PCP shall allocate Commissaires to places on the course allowing view of the riders from a distance
(straight road, top of a rise) The ideal is to have Commissaires (motor cycles, cars) who can drop back
past several riders (or teams), enabling them to supervise a maximum number of riders (teams) and to
take action when a rider (team) is caught. NO vehicle may overtake the riders; only motorcycles may
be authorised to overtake by the Commissaires
These Commissaires may return using a parallel road, which makes a larger number of rotations possible.
A Commissaire may be placed in one or more following or team managers’ vehicles.
Commissaires at fixed positions take time checks on riders (teams), also reporting if a following vehicle moves level with the rider (but be aware of the effects of perspective) and may finish up by following a rider or team designated on the basis of their importance, whilst continuing to give priority
to following cars.
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Individual and team time trials

• At the finish:
The judge announces the riders’ numbers and the timekeeper records the finish times and then calculates
their time on the record sheets; he files the sheets in order starting with the best time (in hours, minutes, seconds and hundredths of a second).
The notice board enables everyone concerned to consult the times achieved in mid-course and at the finish.
• After the finish:
The PCP convenes the Panel in order to examine any infringements leading to penalties, which may be
time penalties, which are then applied to the placings (which may consequently be amended); if such an
infringement has occurred, the decision must be taken immediately after the last rider finishes.
The rest of the procedure is the same as that set out for road races.

10
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Stage races
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IMPORTANT NOTE:
Following the chapters on one day road races and TTs, this section will only cover the additional or complementary aspects affecting stage races lasting two days or more, based on the stage race regulations.

11 .1 Special regulations for the event
This is naturally compulsory, and must detail all the following aspects:
• Riders’ participation: Riders must be part of a team, which may be made up from a certain fixed number of riders, with variable structures depending on the class of the event and the category of the riders (including the option of national or regional teams or foreign clubs, whose numbers may be limited
by the National Federation).
• Enrolment: an official entry form (UCI model) is sent to the teams selected. In the case of foreign
teams, the invitation must go through the National Federation of the country in question.
A deposit may be requested (depending on the national federation) and included in the entry fee,
reflecting the number of days’ racing.
• Travel expenses: These, like the costs of accommodation and meals, must be paid under clearly set out
conditions.
• General and secondary classifications: These must clearly set out, and the procedure in the event of a
tie explained.
• Time bonuses: These are not compulsory, but, where they apply, the procedures must be clearly set out
in terms of the National Federation’s regulations. They are only applied to timings for the individual
general classification.
• Time limits: These generally reflect the stage profile and the average speed. However, for individual
and team TTs, the limits are fixed by National Federation regulations or by the event rules.
• Time classifications are established to the nearest second rounded down. Tenths and hundredths of a
second in TTs do not affect the classifications, but may be used to determine the winner in the event
of a tie. In an event with two time trials, these tenths and hundredths are added together; but they
are not included in the time which counts towards the general classification.
• Time penalties are applied to times for the individual general classification, but depending on the
severity of the infringement they may also be added to the stage time.
• Uphill finishes: These must be indicated, with a note to the effect that the last kilometre rule will
not apply.
• Wearing the leaders’ jerseys: The order must be established, starting with that for the leader in the
individual general classification. No jerseys may be awarded in the team classification.
• Safety rules: These are set out in detail, including procedures at roundabouts and safety rules for
dropped riders. They must be based on the safety rules of the country or region concerned.
• All the other aspects already covered in the section on road races, such as places and opening hours
of race headquarters and meeting times, race service, feeds, protocol, prized etc., must also be
detailed.

11 .2 The technical guide
This must include:
u A summary of timetables and meetings
u The course, with distances, roads used, local authorities crossed, expected timings for the caravan and
riders, secondary classifications, and particular safety points.
u The course map
u Course profiles (general stage profile, detailed for the three final km).
u Plans for the start, the three final kilometres, and the finish.
u Times for signing on, roll call, neutralised start and rolling start, etc.
u All locations: changing rooms, testing station, race headquarters, reception etc.
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Stage races

COMMENTS:
• The organiser should send the Technical Guide to all the parties concerned, i.e.: the teams, the PCP, all
members of the Commissaires Panel, the police, mobile and static marshals, etc.
• In most cases the organiser will also set out internal regulations for the use of premises for accommodation and refreshment, equipment storage, car parks, etc.
• He will also provide contact details for the medical services at the sites mentioned above, and local
hospitals (not compulsory).
The Commissaire’s Panel must always be alert to the attitudes and behaviour of riders (and officials)
on the premises and sports facilities provided by local authorities.
The organiser is responsible for noting conduct outside the premises and sporting facilities which are
damaging and might prejudice the future availability of services. If necessary, he may impose the
necessary penalties.

11 .3 Activities at the start: Team manager’s meeting
All the procedures carried out for road races naturally also apply in the same way to stage races,
including aspects relating to the organisation, checking licenses, the issue of body and frame numbers etc.
11
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• The team managers’ meeting must bring together:
u The organiser or his official representative
u The Commissaires Panel (including assistant commissaires),
u Team managers,
u The Medical inspector,
u The police (senior motor cycle policeman),
u Marshals (mobile and static),
u Civilian escort,
u Officials responsible for neutral service vehicles.
• The procedures are the same as those for road races, except for those aspects which are specific to
stage races:
u The leaders’ jerseys are presented by the organiser at this meeting, together with the protocol procedures and the order of priority in which the jerseys are to be worn (if the same rider holds more
than one of them). This is also an opportunity to ensure that the jerseys comply with the size limits
on advertising for the organiser and team.
u In the case of an individual or team TT forming the first stage (or half-stage), the team or rider
starting order will be drawn up by the organiser in collaboration with the Commissaires panel. Within each team, the team manager determines the starting order for his riders.
• The organiser should call a second meeting for everyone else involved in the race – drivers, officials,
safety escorts, marshals etc. – in order to resolve problems of safety, coordination or other support.
For the Commissaires Panel, the allocation of tasks and sporting control are the same in every
respect as those described in the section on one-day races.

11 .4 Special points
• The distance for stage races is determined according to precise criteria set out in National Federation
regulations for:
u Daily maximum per stage
u Maximum for half-stages, respecting the daily maximum.
u Maximum average daily stage distance.
u Restriction on individual or team TT stages or half-stages.

Stage races

• The arrival judge must act as described for road races, but he must also:
u Ensure that riders sign on under the supervision of a Commissaire appointed by the PCP.
u Pay particular attention to intermediate sprints with time bonuses (the C2 may also help with this
task).
u Do everything possible at the finish to announce the leaders in the different classifications as
quickly as possible so as not to delay the official ceremonies.
u Draw up the classifications in collaboration with the timekeepers, taking account of any time penalties, imposed by the Commissaires Panel, which apply to the general classification but which may
also apply to the stage.
• The President of the panel must:
u On his arrival, ensure that all the necessary methods and procedures are being carried out by the
organiser and officials, in order to rectify any deficiencies.
u Take the opportunity provided by the team managers’ meeting to state, with the Panel, the conditions for sporting control.
u Demonstrate the clarity and precision of the race directives from the very first stage, and issue firm
reminders regarding any failure to observe the rules.
u Notify team managers, after the finish if necessary, of any infringements for which penalties will (or
will not) be imposed and which will be the subject of a communiqué or written warning.
u It is always possible for the Jury to amend a classification or communiqué on the basis of new and
undisputed elements.
Note: The Commissaires Panel assumes its remit at the beginning of the preliminary phase and remains
responsible until after the formalities at the end of the last stage.
This means that any unusual circumstances, at whatever location, should be taken into account by the
Commissaires Panel.
IMPORTANT:
• Making decisions
The preceding points establish the basis on which the PCP and his Panel fix, for the rest of the race, the
sporting framework for team managers. It will nevertheless also be necessary to take account of the different aspects listed below:
u Never take the decision to impose penalties in serious cases without irrefutable evidence; when in
doubt no penalty should be imposed.
u Whenever the PCP is called upon (by the organiser, a rider, a team manager etc.), he should always
look for the best solution or answer to the problem, even if this means revising a decision which
has already been taken if there is new evidence to be taken into consideration.
u However, a decision of the Jury should never be overturned in the absence of new evidence; furthermore, the Jury should be supported in all cases.
u All decisions should be announced by the PCP alone.
u Do not forget that the penalty most feared by team managers is the relegation of their technical
vehicle to the rear of the column of team cars (for failure to obey the Commissaires’ instructions).
u The disqualification of riders outside the time limits must always take into consideration the causes
(crashes, punctures, traffic, bad weather etc., or a simple failure to ride competitively) for relaxing
the rules to allow a rider to continue the following day may be unfair, in sporting terms, to the
other riders.
• Final assessment:
u After the race, the PCP will discuss the event with the organiser, drawing his attention to improvements which could be made and to the strengths and weaknesses.
u He will draw up a rigorous assessment and report, but without recording imperfections in the organisation which have shown an improvement during the course of the race.
u It is not the place of the Jury President to express a view as to the possibility of raising the category of the race.
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